
WRITING ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENTS WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES

When students with disabilities learn to write, type, and/or select appropriate it opens the door to greater opportunities to
reach their learning goals, from to increase their engagement in academics and leisure activities.

Using the expressive writing program to improve the writing skills of high school students with learning
disabilities. A number of methods for integrating content area reading with writing have been developed by
researchers. These steps are part of a recursive, rather than linear, process, i. Learning Disability Quarterly, 14,
 Learning Disabilities Research, 24,  The double-entry journal could be expanded to a triple-entry journal by
having students within the expert groups respond to each others' responses, questions, or evaluations in a third
column. Of course, all of these materials will require an introduction and initial guidance from the teacher.
One last method for integrating content area reading with writing is the use of Writing Frames Nichols,  Most
good handwriting programs contain some type of tactile component, during which you model and then have
your son trace letters in sand, form letters using clay or play-dough materials, or use a paint brush dipped in
water. Then, each student completes a double-entry journal while reading the assigned source text. Nancy L.
Make Writing Meaningful Focusing on the mechanics of writing will often prevent a student from
understanding and accomplishing the purpose of writing. Yet, these tools are expensive; and, of course, there
are students who prefer handwriting or conservative word processing Dunn  So, for instance, students should
be given ample opportunity to read the diaries and essays of the historical figures they are studying before
attempting to keep a fictional journal as a historical character. Fade the written model by incrementally
removing the letters in the word from the last letter to the first. Fade the sentence starters gradually so that
students are independently constructing sentences. A related quantity goal to help the student reach this level
of quality in word choice might be to include a minimum of 10 descriptive words in the story. A review of
teaching sentence-level writing skills to students with writings difficulties and learning disabilities. For
example, you can provide a list of words students can copy into search engines to access educational content
for school solar system, dinosaurs, U. Focus on Exceptional Children, 31,  Wong, B. Fun Reading Tips and
Activities One of the most valuable gifts that you can give your child is to instill in her a love of reading and
writing and a genuine curiosity and desire to learn. Conderman, G. The plan makes text structures more visible
to students and helps to demystify the writing process. This helps students with learning disabilities because it
can be used as an assistive technology AT to meet the literacy needs of students who have learning disabilities
in terms of both reading and writing. Each student might, for example, put a card in the appropriate slot of a
class pocket chart labled with the stages of the writing process. For example, you might instruct a student to
get a cookie by handing the written word cookie to a partner. Journal of Learning Disabilities, 24 6 , 
Instructional components that predict treatment outcomes for students with learning disabilities: Support for a
combined strategy and direct instruction model. The teacher may discuss impressions from conferring with
students; students share their writing it does not have to be a complete paper and may, in fact, only be initial
ideas for writing with the group or a partner, while others provide praise and constructive feedback. Note that
space is provided for multiple ideas for each basic part of a story â€” students should be encouraged to explore
several possibilities for setting and plot elements to foster creativity and to permit evaluation of each idea's
merit. Some of the most important attributes include explicit modeling, regular conferencing with students and
families, high expectations, encouragement, flexibility, cooperative learning arrangements, and ample
opportunities for self-regulation. Almost 30 years of writing research: Making sense of it all with The Wrath
of Khan.


